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Period of history when Western Europe when a new worldview 
emerges in Europe based on questioning spirit and a 
reawakened interest in classical Greece and Rome and a focus 
on individualism and the human experience that resulted in 
numerous cultural achievements.

Rebirth of Europe

EX. Mona Lisa, Brunelleschi’s Dome, Romeo and Juliet 

201.

?



Renaissance

201A.



An intellectual movement during the Renaissance that stressed 
life on Earth, and the quality of being human. It generally prefers 
critical thinking and evidence and the study of the past 
civilizations to aid in our understanding.

202.



Humanism

202A.



Below are examples of ___________________________.

• Leonardo Da Vinci-Mona Lisa, Last Supper and many scientific 
sketches.

• Michelangelo-Pieta, David and Sistine Chapel

• Raphael-Madonna and the School of Athens

203.



Renaissance Artists

203A



Author of The Prince:

-guide for rulers on how to gain and maintain power

-Famous quotes: “Better to be feared then loved…” , “End 
justifies the means” 

204.



Machiavelli

204A.



Technology that allowed for faster printing of the written word; 

Johann Gutenberg printed the first copy of the Bible

-Resulted in : literacy rate increasing and the spread of 
knowledge and ideas

EX. Protestant Reformation

205.



Printing Press

205A.



Event in history that 
permanently 
resulted in the 
division of 
Christianity into 
Catholics and 
Protestants and 
ended religious unity 
in Europe

206.



Protestant Reformation

206A.



Priest who composed the 95 Thesis and nailed them to the 
Church door at Wittenberg Germany resulting in the beginning 
of the Reformation. 

207.



Martin Luther

207A.



Complaints written by Martin Luther against the power and 
corruption of the Catholic Church- especially the sale of 
indulgences 

208.



95 Thesis

208A.



Protestant Reformation leader founded Calvinism; believed in 
predestination and living a purely good life 

209.



John Calvin

209A.



Monarch who separated with the Catholic Church by passing the 
Act of Supremacy during the Protestant Reformation and created 
the Anglican Church of England with the precedent that the King 
governs church and state. 

210.



Henry VIII

210A.



Council of Trent was when Catholic leaders met between 1545 
and 1563 to develop a response to Protestant challenges and 
reform the Catholic ChurchStop the spread of Protestantism 

-missionaries Ignatius Loyola 

211.



Counter Reformation

211A.



Catholic Church court that was established to try Christians 
accused of heresy against the Church; used as a means to 
enforce Catholicism in Spain; spread to other Catholic regions

witchcraft trials 

212.



Spanish Inquisition

212A.



Event in history that was spurned on by an emphasis on reason and logic 
to understand and evaluate the world around you; resulted in numerous 
scientific discoveries:

-Copernicus-scientist who developed heliocentric theory

-Johannes Kepler-scientist who calculated the orbits of planets around the 
sun

-Galileo-scientist who observed that Jupiter’s moons move around it as 
the earth does the sun

-Isaac Newton-scientist who developed laws for motion and mechanics

213.



Scientific Revolution

213A.


